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Epa's Revised New Source Review Regulations Take Effect

In what may be the most significant revision to the Clean Air Act (CAA or "the Act") since the 1990 CAA Amendments, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) overhauled the Act's New Source Review (NSR) regulations. The revisions, which took effect on March 3, 2003, exempt certain emissions increases and plant modifications from pollution control requirements. Generally, NSR allows older generating plants to escape the requirements for installing pollution control technology so long as they maintain emissions and are not physically improved. This policy stemmed from a compromise found in the original CAA whereby existing plants were "grandfathered" into the regulatory scheme but were also subject to limitations that prevented the piecemeal upgrading of the plants. Without these limitations, industry would be able to avoid building replacement plants subject to the new pollution control requirements.

On December 31, 2002, the day the final rule was published, nine Northeastern states brought suit to enjoin the implementation of the new rule. The plaintiffs contended that these changes deviated from CAA requirements and also that EPA's rulemaking process was procedurally
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flawed. They also sought to prevent implementation of the rule while the suit was in progress. On March 6, the D.C. Circuit refused to stay the new rule. However, the court agreed to expedite the hearing of legal challenges to the revision.

EPA's revision of the NSR regulations is the culmination of a fractured, decade-long reform struggle initiated by EPA and waged by state agencies, industry groups and environmental organizations. Industry believed that EPA's implementation of the original NSR program employed rigid permitting standards, failed to recognize some pollution prevention measures, and employed biased measurement practices in determining the emissions effects of source modifications. They sought changes that would allow them to more easily make energy-saving facility modifications to older plants without triggering NSR's permitting requirements. Environmental organizations saw these proposals as a weakening of pollution control standards that would allow industry to expand and modernize older, dirtier sources of emissions without installing updated pollution control technology.

The resulting rule, originally proposed by Carol Browner, EPA Administrator during the Clinton Administration, and left substantially intact by the Bush EPA, makes four modifications to NSR. The first is the creation of a "Clean Unit" exclusion. This new designation provides plants that install the equivalent of the Best Available Control Technology (BACT) a ten-year exemption from NSR and PSD requirements for physical and operational modifications that do not raise emissions beyond permit levels. This change provides an incentive for sources to satisfy the BACT standard in order to gain flexibility in making subsequent modifications.

Next, the rule makes two alterations in the way EPA calculates emissions increases resulting from physical or operational changes. The
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size of the emissions increase determines whether a change at the source is “significant,” and therefore large enough to trigger NSR pollution-control requirements.\textsuperscript{11} The first alteration is in how EPA measures a source’s pre-modification baseline emissions.\textsuperscript{12} Under the old rule, EPA derived the baseline from a facility’s annual average emissions during the previous two years.\textsuperscript{13} The new rule allows the source to use the annual average emissions from any consecutive two-year period within the last decade.\textsuperscript{14} EPA states that this change will lead to greater accuracy, since it will “account for variations in the business cycles, and provide a bright-line test for measuring pre-change emissions levels[.]”\textsuperscript{15} However, EPA’s choice of measure in fashioning the new baseline will undoubtedly lead facilities to choose the highest two-year emissions data available in order to avoid triggering the permitting procedure. On average, therefore, this change will allow modifications to escape NSR that would not have been able to do so under the previous methodology. One potential outcome of this is to lessen the environmental gain that might occur due to the Clean Unit provision – plants will have less incentive to install BACT in order to qualify for the Clean Unit status.

The second alteration to the approach EPA uses to measure changes in emissions corrects a conservative bias that the old rule contained. Previously, the effect of a modification was measured by comparing the plant’s actual pre-modification emissions (the two-year baseline emissions measure) with its potential post-modification emissions.\textsuperscript{16} Thus, a facility that was not operating at full capacity for the past two years (and thus polluting less than its potential) would be more likely to have its proposed modification trigger NSR requirements than if it had been operating at its potential. With the new rule, EPA has extended its “WEPCO rule” approach for utilities to cover non-utility sources.\textsuperscript{17} Now, EPA will compare actual pre-modification emissions with estimated
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actual post-modification emissions when deciding if a modification triggers NSR requirements.18

The third feature of the new rule, the Plantwide Applicability Limits (PALs), allows plants that operate under site-wide emissions caps to avoid NSR when modifying operations, so long as the change does not result in a violation of the plantwide cap.19 EPA calculates the cap by taking the actual emissions (using the new method described above) and adding onto it the significance level for the pollutant.20 PALs allows plants to make a variety of modifications that result in greater efficiency without triggering NSR if the total emissions increase does not rise above the significance level.21 Under the previous program, a plant could make a non-significant modification in year one that increased emissions (but not enough to trigger review), a different change in year two with the same rise in emissions, and so on.22 Now, a plant operating under PALs has the incentive to undertake voluntary pollution-reducing measures in order to create “headroom” with which it can accommodate future expansions.23 These expansions, if kept within the PALs, will not require separate permitting.24 Thus, plants that voluntarily curb emissions will enjoy greater flexibility in making modifications in response to market pressures.25

The last feature of the new rule eliminates New Source Review for certain types of projects that EPA classifies as “environmentally beneficial.”26 For instance, if a facility proposes to install a pollution control device that EPA has deemed environmentally beneficial, or switch to a cleaner fuel, it will not have to subject the proposal to NSR.27

The new rule’s effective date of March 3, 2003 did not apply uniformly to all states. States that had their own NSR program were given three years to incorporate the reforms into their NSR regulations.28
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This delay allows states that have a proven NSR implementation record to customize the regulations somewhat and thereby mitigates the extent to which EPA is “pre-empting” state innovation. However, for states that do not have their own NSR program and instead incorporate EPA’s program by reference into their state regulations, parts of the new rule became effective on March 3, 2003. Finally, the rule took effect immediately for the eleven states that do not have an approved NSR program as part of their State Implementation Plan.

In addition to the Northeastern states’ lawsuit, Earthjustice, acting on behalf of ten environmental organizations, has petitioned EPA to reconsider the final rule. The petition alleges that EPA relied on information gathered after the comment period for the new rule ended in 1998, and that this prohibited informed public comment. To rectify this, EPA announced on July 25, 2003 that it would reopen consideration of the new regulation for additional comments. EPA plans to finish this reconsideration by October 28, 2003, and it has not stayed the implementation of the rule during this time. It seems quite likely that however the final rule gets resolved, the underlying controversy and lawsuits over NSR reform will continue for some time.
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